
ften enough, a leader realises
that their organisation’s success
depends on a large group of
people – employees, partners or

customers – understanding something new
and doing something differently. It may be
students learning a new skill, soldiers using
new coping strategies for post traumatic
stress disorder, or corporate employees
understanding process re-engineering
enabled by a new technology. 

How does the leader accomplish this goal
today? From organisations ranging from

Disney to the Department of Defence, the
answer is: create the right serious game. In
many organisations, simulations (sims) and
serious games have moved from visionary
experiments, to business critical tools, to
learning as normal. Sims make an impact
on every offering from e-learning to
textbooks and standardised tests. 

How did we get here so quickly? What was
the path from ‘why would you think you
are able to learn from a computer game’, to
sims growing into a default methodology?
I received this type of negative comment

over a decade ago, and even now similar
sentiments open so many popular press
stories on serious games. 

As part of my ongoing research into this
area, I created a repository of serious
games and educational sims called
ClarkChart, a collection of examples of
sims submitted by vendors and designers.
ClarkChart is a work in progress but while
curating it, I’ve noticed various ‘waves’ –
messy and overlapping but distinctive and
salient.
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Clark Aldrich’s database is the IMDB of the educational simulation and serious game industry.

Here he takes us on a whistle-stop tour of the learning.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF
SERIOUS GAMES

FOR LEARNING
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The Oregon Trail, in 1971, was probably
the first serious game by current
standards, although sold as a commercial
computer game

While we may call The Oregon Trail (1971)
the original computer-based ‘serious game’,
the first wave of serious games would still
have to be that subsection of Commercial
Computer Games that happened to both
teach very well and provide role models for
subsequent serious games.
Milestone examples would
be SimCity (1989), Theme
Hospital (1997), and
RollerCoaster Tycoon (1999). 

WAVE 2: Sims as visionary
experiments  and

communication of last
resort

At the turn of the millennium,
‘risky’ experiments such as
America’s Army sought to

explicitly push the boundaries
of what games could

communicate and teach

The second wave of serious games may be
labelled Visionary Experiments and they
were no longer sold through traditional
computer game retail channels. Nor were
their funding models and development
teams that of traditional computer games. 

Through such examples as America’s Army
(2002), Virtual Leader (2003), September
12th (2003), Food Force (2005), and
ReMission (2006), designers strove to make

the then unmade argument that games
could be better models than others for
explicitly developing skills and raising
awareness. These were risky, career
jeopardising moves. 

In 2006, Molleindustria created this brutal
editorial/satire sim that had a more forward-
thinking design than almost all K-12 and
corporate e-learning at the time

These also include serious games that
might be called Communication of Last
Resort. These sims, as much editorials or
personal views as games, sought to raise
awareness and provoke audiences, rather
than pander and amuse, often actively
subverting the traditional game
experiences. These include Darfur is Dying
(2006), and McDonald’s Videogame (2006).

WAVE 3: Sims as enterprise critical tools

To meet one of their most
mission critical goals, the US

Army chose WILL Interactive to
create the sim, The War Inside

(above)
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The third wave, started around 2009 and
growing today, is of serious game as critical
enablers of Leading Enterprise Strategy.
Sims have gone from the fringe to take
centre stage. Here, where organisations or
even communities have had critically
important learning objectives to develop in
their target audience they have used sims. 

Unlike the last wave, these approaches are
made with confidence. The focus now is on
designing a meaningful sims rather than
whether or not a sim should be created at
all. This is taking place across educational,
military, and corporate cultures.

Here are three categories in different
sectors, by no means exhaustive.

Military Mental Health The United States
Department of Defence realised that they
would have a lot of warriors returning from
serving their country oversees with mental
wounds as well as physical. Different
vendors and different approaches presented
alternative approaches to handle this
literally life or death issue. Here are just a
few examples:

Family of Heroes (Kognito Interactive,
2011) is a simulation on resiliency training
to veterans and family members around
PTSD, TBI, depression, and suicidal ideation.

Conflict 2: Fear Fighter (UCF RETRO Lab,
2011) is a mini-game that teaches coping
strategies and allows veterans to practice
conflict management skills.

The War Inside (WILL Interactive, 2010) is
a comprehensive sim that presents a
situation involving severe combat
stress/PTSD. This sim was mandatory for
many soldiers.

Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths

Countries are realising they need to do a
better job in developing Science,
Technology, Engineering and Maths skills in
their middle and high school students.
From the Department of Education to the
Gates Foundation to entrepreneurs, sims
are being produced to meet this nation-
critical need. They are aimed at all age
levels, and using all approaches.

Ratio Rumble (Learning Games
Lab, 2013) is a grant-funded
serious game for learning
about fractions and decimals.

DragonBox Algebra 12+
(WeWantToKnow AS, 2013) is
an entrepreneur created iPad
game for learning algebra.

The Applied Mechanics App
(AutoDesk, 2013) teaches on
the iPad the topics of Energy
& Work, Force, Power, Loading,
and Mechanisms.

Corporate strategy implementation

Enterprises are continuing to grow in their
needs from and sophisticated use of sims.
When organisations have mission critical
‘competence or conviction’ needs, more are
looking at serious games to fill them.

Disney Stars – The Virtual Sell (Disney,
2012) teaches independent sales agents
how to better sell Disney travel packages
with different types of perspective
customers. 

Mission Antitrust (Michelin, 2011) helps
Michelin’s direct sales force understand
French anti-trust laws. 

Houthoff Buruma The Game (Houthoff
Buruma, 2010) is a recruitment and
selection tool one of the top law firms in
the Netherlands.

WAVE 4: Sims as ‘learning as normal’

Finally, we are just starting to see Sims as
the default methodology of how learning

media is presented. Here, students expect
not to just use textbooks or web pages as
the most salient media, but interactive
simulations. 

For examples, traditional publishers such as
McGraw-Hill (2012) and Harvard Business
Publishing are creating off-the-shelf
libraries. 

Tablets, with their low cost and low cost of
ownership, are bringing sims fully into the
classroom. The App store model is providing
one healthy channel, through which
educational sim designers only have to
clear a five or ten dollar hurdle. 

Even standardised tests are going electronic
and increasingly interactive, likely driving
the merger of formative and summative
assessment, and launching the era of truly
customised and personalised learning at
the institutional level.

Sims to teach competence and conviction

It is tremendous progress that in just ten
years we have gone from computer games
as visionary models of education to
computer games as the media of choice for
mission critical knowledge. And the
emergence of sims as an expectation
should give anyone optimism for the next
ten years. Many traditional leaders see sims
as changing how to teach. But those closer
realise the effect on what is being taught. 
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From the Department of Education to the Gates Foundation
to entrepreneurs, sims are being produced to meet this nation-
critical need. They are aimed at all age levels, and using all
approaches. 
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